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    An international case-control study on mobile phone use and brain tumors was conducted [1]. In the analysis of brain 
tumors, odds ratio for heavy mobile phone use (>1640h cumulative call time) was estimated 1.4 (95% confidence interval, 
1.03-1.89) for glioma. However, there is no rise in the time trends in incidence of brain tumors in spite of the rapid increase in 
mobile phone users [2]. In this study, we examined how the time trends in the incidence of brain tumors change using a 
mathematical model of carcinogenic process assuming that the risk of developing brain tumors increases with the use of 
mobile phones. The subjects were from population of Japanese males at the ages of 30-59. 
    To derive the time trends, we used the data on the number of births in Japan from 1924 to 2005 [3], the data on mobile 
phone ownership rate by age group by birth year in Japan, and the data on incidence rates of brain and central nervous system 
tumors of Japanese male 30-59 years old from 1983 to 1988 [4].  Armitage-Doll model [5] was assumed as the stochastic 
model which is a type of multistage carcinogenesis model. In the Armitage-Doll model, it is assumed that k times cell 
changes are required for a cell to become cancerous. This model predicts that cancer incidence will increases with k-1th power 
of age. By assuming a dose-effect relationship between exposure and cell change, the stochastic model provides delineation 
how the risk varies with various scenarios of exposures and exposure patterns [6]. We calculated k from the mean value of 
age-dependent incidence rate of brain and central nervous system tumors of Japanese males (30-59 years old) from 1983 to 
1988, when mobile phones are not widespread in Japan and we obtained k=3. We calculated the time trends of the incidence 
of brain tumors from 1983 to 2034 assuming that the probability of the 1st, 2nd or 3rd cell change doubles from the start of 
ownership of mobile phones. Then, we compared the results with the time trend of the actual Japanese male 30-59 years old 
from 1983 to 2011.  
    As the results the rise in time trends was seen in each of three cases we calculated. Assuming that doubling the probability 
of 2nd / 3rd cell change, the incidence rate in 2011 was about 1.5 / 2 times larger than the actual time trend, respectively. This 
contradicts the actual time trend. Assuming that the probability of 1st cell change doubles, the time trend has gradually 
increased since 2005, but there was no significant difference from the actual time trend in 2011. The result suggested that it is 
necessary to observe the future time trend of brain tumors carefully.  It should be noted that the results are derived on the 
assumption that the Armitage-Doll model can be applied to brain tumors and that high frequency electromagnetic fields cause  
increase in the probability of cell change only at the 1st stage. Further studies are warranted with various dose-effect 
relationships and exposure patterns. 
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